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Neshaten Swordmaster

A Swordmaster is a Neshaten marine who has chosen to use swords or any other bladed weapon over
that of a firearm. Most swordmasters are those Neshaten who have either spent their entire lives training
with a sword, or have such a large dislike for firearms that they won't ever use one. This occupation gives
those two types of citizens the ability to serve their Kingdom.

Swordmasters are considered frontline soldiers, they are always equiped with a sword - namely a Se'tasis
- and an energy bow that they can use for long range engagement. All Swordmasters are considered
soldiers, but they are also taught various other skills of their choosing.

They are taught not to fear death, and how to control their anxiety.

Once a Swordmaster becomes an officer, they can have a custom weapon made for their usage.

Duties

While they have the same exact duties as a regular marine, they also have the additional following duties
as well:

Patrol ship or station for intruders
Main their weapon, constantly clean and repair
Drill soldiers on proper hand to hand combat (if approved by commanding officer)
Maintain proper work ethic.
Protect officers or high ranking personnel on stations or on ground operations.

Skills

A list of required skills for this occupation:

Skills Description

Fighting Swordmasters must know how to use a sword effectively without causing injury to themselves
or others, but also how to fight hand to hand if the need arrises.

Physical A swordmaster must always remain in shape, for they never know if they'll ever be called upon
to serve on the front
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